June 10, 2022

The Honorable Antony Blinken
Secretary of State
U.S. Department of State
2201 C St. NW
Washington DC  20520

The Honorable Lloyd J. Austin III
Secretary of Defense
Department of Defense
The Pentagon
Washington, DC  20301

Dear Secretary Blinken and Secretary Austin:

I write regarding a disturbing report from earlier this week indicating that former Marine Corps General John R. Allen, who led U.S. and North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) forces in Afghanistan, is presently under investigation by the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) as a result of “mak[ing] false statements and withh[olding] ‘incriminating’ documents about his role in an illegal foreign lobbying campaign on behalf of the wealthy Persian Gulf nation of Qatar.”1

The new report indicates that Allen - at the same time as he was “pursuing multi-million dollar business deals with the government of Qatar,” led a “behind-the-scenes efforts to help Qatar influence U.S. policy in 2017 when a diplomatic crisis erupted between the gas-rich Persian Gulf monarchy and its neighbors,” and that he “played an important role in shifting the U.S.’s response.”2 Specifically, authorities say Allen “lobbied then-National Security Advisor H.R. McMaster to have the Trump administration adopt more Qatar-friendly tone.”3 In one instance then-Secretary of State Rex Tillerson issued a statement calling for restraint the same day Allen made that request on behalf of Qatar to McMaster.4
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General Allen is not the only high-level official to be ensnared in “a broad investigation by the Justice Department and F.B.I. into the influence that wealthy Arab nations like Qatar, the United Arab Emirates and Saudi Arabia wield in Washington.”\(^5\) The documents containing the allegations about General Allen also reportedly indicate that he “joined in the secret lobbying plan along with Richard G. Olson, a former United States ambassador to the United Arab Emirates and Pakistan,” who “has agreed to plead guilty for participating in the Qatari lobbying effort in violation of a prohibition on such activity during the first year after leaving diplomatic service.”\(^6\)

These are highly disturbing reports. Americans must be able to trust that the officials that are chosen to represent them as diplomats, and to command the nation’s military forces, are acting solely in the best interests of the United States, and are not compromised by conflicts of interest. And after they leave government service, these high-ranking officials should not be trading on the trust that they have been granted by the United States to instead represent the interests of foreign governments.

Both Mr. Olson, who pled guilty to violating revolving door laws in place at the Department of State, and Mr. Allen may have violated the *Foreign Agent Registration Act* (FARA), which requires disclosures by individuals that are working on behalf of foreign interests.\(^7\) Their actions reveal the need for strong enforcement of lobbying and revolving-door laws by the Department of Justice, and additional efforts by the Department of Defense (DoD) and the State Department to ensure that officials follow the law. They also indicate the need for more stringent rules, including my *Anti-Corruption and Public Integrity Act*,\(^8\) which would ban any foreign lobbying by Americans, and my *DoD Ethics and Anti-Corruption Act*,\(^9\) which would require explicit approval of the Secretary of State for all former senior officials of the White House and Departments of State, Defense, and Treasury who seek paid work for a foreign government or non-governmental foreign entity, and bans former senior Pentagon officials from lobbying and behind-the-scenes lobbying DoD for four years.

Given the questions raised by these new reports, I am writing to seek information on the extent to which former DoD or State officials may be working for foreign governments, and the efforts by DoD and the State Department to prevent these officials from violating the law or
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inappropriately or unethically aiding foreign governments. I therefore ask that you provide me with answers to the following questions by no later than June 24, 2022:

1. What specific laws and rules apply to former high-ranking DoD and State Department officials’ employment or work for foreign governments once they have left federal service?
2. Did General Allen seek permission from DoD or the State Department to work on behalf of Qatar or any other foreign government?
3. What tools do DoD and the State Department employ to ensure compliance with these rules?
4. The new report indicates that General Allen lobbied then-National Security Adviser H.R. McMaster on behalf of Qatar in 2017. Did Mr. McMaster report these contacts to any DoD, State, or other federal official?
5. Did General Allen disclose to Mr. McMaster or any DoD or State officials that he was contacting them on behalf of the Qatari government?
6. To the extent that DoD officials are lobbied or otherwise contacted by former colleagues that are now representing the interests of foreign governments, are these DoD officials required to report these contacts to ethics officials or other DoD or federal officials?
7. To the extent that State Department officials are lobbied or otherwise contacted by former colleagues that are now representing the interests of foreign governments, are these State Department officials required to report these contacts to ethics officials or other State Department or federal officials?
8. Does DoD track the number of former high-ranking officials who are working for or on behalf of foreign governments, and the work they are doing on their behalf? If so, please provide a full list of these officials and their roles.
9. Does the Department of State track the number of former high-ranking officials who are working for or on behalf of foreign governments, and the work they are doing on their behalf? If so, please provide a full list of these officials and their roles.
10. Is DoD or State considering any administrative or disciplinary action in response to these allegations, including suspension or debarment?

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Elizabeth Warren
United States Senator